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Chairman’s Message
Sheep producers are enjoying the buoyant prices currently being paid for both sheep meat and wool. Strong demand for both
products, coupled with limited supply is pushing prices to decile 10 levels. The depleted sheep flock throughout Australia and in fact
worldwide, has finally created a supply/demand scenario in favour of primary producers. With the Australian sheep flock unlikely to
rebuild in the short to medium term, the positive outlook should remain for at least several years.
Despite the high prices being paid to our members for both lamb and mutton, WAMMCO has continued to push for positive margins
from our customers. The quality of our product continues to create strong demand from our premium markets. China is taking
increasing volumes of frozen product and is being forced to meet the market in terms of price. At this stage the Co-operative is in a
healthy financial position for this financial year and it is anticipated that a reasonable rebate should be returned to our grower
members.
The recent commissioning of the Bio Gas energy plant at our Goulburn facility, is a very positive step in reducing our environmental
footprint. The system involves methane gas being harvested from the main effluent pond and being run through two large caterpillar
engines to produce up to 50% of the power supply to the entire abattoir. This exciting project is the first of its kind in Australia and
has created a lot of interest within the sector. It is not only reducing the production of unfavourable waste but is also significantly
reducing the cost of energy for the processing plant. Current negotiations are underway to install a similar system at Katanning.
The only negative news for sheep producers is the current turmoil within the live sheep trade initiated with the recent media footage
on commercial television. With today’s scrutiny and social media disruption, these incidents must be prevented or the greater public
will ensure the live trade of sheep from Australia will cease.
At the time of writing, much of the South West of the state has received a small break to the season. These encouraging rains will see
a degree of germination of pastures along with intestinal worm larvae. For producers who have not monitored worm egg counts or
already treated sheep with appropriate anthelmintic, now is an imperative time to do so. Controlling
worm burdens now, will ensure minimal infestation throughout the winter and lead to healthy stock
going into the spring.
Regards,

Craig Heggaton
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Chief Executive Report
WAMMCO has probably never been in such a unique position to
capitalise so dramatically on the future of global and domestic lamb
and sheepmeat markets for its producer shareholders, customers
and affiliates.

Drink Magazine for 2017. Our revenue increased by $66 million in
2016/17 due to a higher processing volume and strong performance
in world markets. We listed ahead of Lindt, Vitaco and Sunny Queen
Farms and it was a great result for the entire WAMMCO team.
Our WA producers have also scored two significant wins on two
fronts since the beginning of 2018.

Now more than ever, the Co-operative has the scale, processing Firstly, farmers from Esperance, nearly to Dongara have been
working with University and departmental researchers, pending joint
technology, infrastructure and expertise to maintain,
funding from MLA and AWI, to solve the riddle of WA’s unique Red
consolidate and advance its top global ranking.
Clover Disease problem. Both producers and researchers have gone
 WAMMCO’s early involvement with New Zealand in the
to great lengths to get the project moving – with many voluntary
Australian Lamb Co-operative is now paying significant
hours put in, and the early result that aphids have been identified as
dividends, not only in cementing our market share in North
a carrier. As you will see from our coverage, there is still a long way
America, but also in delivering corporate investment savings
to go with this issue, but the prospects for an answer to the problem
and offering a degree of immunity if global trade conflicts
are bright.
should occur.
Another issue of long-standing concern for WA’s lamb producers,
 WAMMCO’s spread of market strength, particularly in the
has surrounded the anomaly of Australia’s lamb/hogget system of
Middle East, Europe and China, ensures that we maximise the
dentition. Bringing Australia into line with New Zealand as a result
value of every product we sell.
of a new national policy, will mean that our animals will no longer be
downgraded from lamb to hogget when they lose a milk tooth, but
Add in the solid rises in the value of wool for the first time in 30
will be classified as young sheep under 12 months of age, without
years, because this will not be lost on WA farmers when they
any permanent incisor teeth in wear.
compare their future cropping v sheep options. Red meat is no


longer a by-product of Australia’s wool industry, both products are
now high-value partners offering increased rewards for producers.
The contribution of Merino breeders to WAMMCO’s lamb business
is featured in this May edition of LambLine.
Indeed WAMMCO is probably the only lamb and sheepmeat
processor in Australia running as a true producer cooperative, bound
by the ideals of providing not only a spot price on any one day, but
premiums and rebates where possible to maximise producer returns
and participation.

Sheep Producers’ Australia has told us that they received 509
surveys from producers across Australia in their consultation
process, with 83% of producers finally opting for change. Producers
from WA made 206 of those responses, of which more than 90%
supported changing the dentition system.

Tackling the dentition disadvantage – which can mean the loss to
producers of up to $50 per animal, was one of the first challenges
my predecessor Des Griffiths assumed soon after WAMMCO’s
formation at the turn of the last century. The national industry
These are some of the factors underlying WAMMCO’s recent ranking expects to bring this important change about in time for the 2019
of 57th in the top 100 listed Australian companies listed by Food and spring lamb season.

Lairage Reminders
WAMMCO livestock receival times are

Requirements

Presentation of livestock

Mon—Thurs

5:30am—3pm



Stock must have correct coloured ear tag



Don’t crutch over the top of the tail

Fri, Sun & public holidays

6:30am—noon



Use pink tags for all transactional stock



Crutch faecal and urine stains



Accurately complete NVDs



Don’t send wet fly blown stock



Adhere to ESIs for any animal treatments



All stock must be “fit to load”

If you are experiencing any problems with
deliveries please contact Brodie Lange on
0418758219.
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Goulburn abattoir powering
itself using bioenergy
WAMMCO’s Southern Meats operation in Goulburn, New South
Wales has teamed up with Queensland based energy supplier ReNu
Energy to turn a waste product into a highly valuable source of
renewable energy. This project is an Australian first which reduces
the processing plant’s reliance on electricity from the grid at the
same time as reducing both odour emissions and the plant’s
environmental footprint.
The Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) provided $2.1
million in funding to ReNu Energy to design, construct, own and
operate a biogas facility at Goulburn. The $5.75 million project
consists of an anaerobic digestion process where abattoir waste is
treated in a covered lagoon to biologically breakdown the effluent to
produce biogas.
The lagoon acts like a giant bladder that can expand to hold biogas
when energy demand is low, saving it to generate power when
demand hits a peak. Simultaneously, this system disposes of waste

from the abattoir and reduces methane emissions.
The biogas is treated and transferred to two 800 kW dual fuel
Caterpillar generators to produce approximately 3800 MWh of
electricity per year for use during the manufacturing process to
reduce peak electricity consumption. To be able to meet peak
demand periods, the generators operate on dual fuel, blending
biogas with natural gas. Dual fuel blending is a novel and innovative
application in the field of bioenergy, enabling the plant to minimise
the use of electricity from the grid during peak usage and peak
charge periods.
ReNu Energy CEO Craig Ricato said “This project is a fantastic
example of waste to energy generation, and we are pleased to have
the opportunity to work with an excellent counterparty such as
Southern Meats. We also thank ARENA for its contribution to the
project”.
WAMMCO CEO Coll MacRury said “it’s a win:win for the company
and the environment. We believe in becoming more sustainable in
our business and this system uses biogas generated from ruminants
to power a turbine to create electricity.”

The biogas treatment plant with the covered anaerobic lagoons in the background (photo source: ReNu Energy)
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Katanning plant closure

Last livestock receival:

Wed 27th June 2018

Reopening:
Sun 22nd July 2018
WAMMCO wishes to advise all members and
livestock agents that the Katanning processing For more details and bookings please contact;
facility will be closed for a three week period in  Your local livestock agent or
July in order to complete major plant projects.  a member of the WAMMCO Livestock team

WAMMCO’s “little machine”
retires

Amisah came to Katanning with her husband Ramat Leman from
Johor, Malaysia in 1980 and began work at the WAMMCO plant as a
night cleaner a decade later after buying their home in 1989. Ramat
is still working at the plant.

Amisah was quickly promoted to the offal room, spending the
A WAMMCO manager dubbed Amisah Sanif our “little machine”
balance of her employment in that section.
because of her highly energetic and impeccably thorough approach
to her duties over 26 loyal years as an employee of the Co-operative. Amisah and Ramat raised children Nora and Isa in Katanning and are
now watching their four grandchildren progressing at Katanning
Katanning Plant Manager Tony Bessell took the acclaim for Amisah a
Primary School. She said retirement had given her more time to
step further at a recent ceremony and presentation at the plant to
spend with her grandchildren and in her beloved garden. The couple
mark her retirement. “She was always prompt and reliable and
are planning a visit to Malaysia later this year to visit their many
ready to do extra things without being directed,” Tony said. “As a
relatives.
consequence, she set a great example for the rest of the workforce
and came to be regarded as one of our most valuable employees.”

Pic shows (L to R): Rob Panting (Katanning Production Manager), Donald Hill (Employee Representative), Anthony Bessell (Plant Manager), Khap Lloyd (Islamic
Supervisor), Amisah Sanif (retiree), Nora Leman (daughter of retiree), Alex Hamlin (Despatch Supervisor) and Steve Weigand (Offal Supervisor).
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WAMMCO’s new Livestock
Booking Officer
We have some new and exciting changes happening within the
Katanning Administration team.
WAMMCO would like to
introduce our new Livestock
Booking Officer, Brittany
Hanna (pictured on the left).

December 2011. She has been a wonderful asset to our team and we
are grateful for all her efforts. Ashleigh had a daunting task in
fulfilling both the Livestock Clerk and Booking Officer roles when our
dearest, Judy Cameron, passed on. She took it head on and it was
able to make it her own. Thank you. We know you will be great in
your new role.
Brittany can be contacted for livestock bookings on 98219027 or
1800199197.

Brittany has been with for just
over a year and with her
friendly disposition and her
promising potential, we know
she will be perfect for the
role. Brittany is Katanning
born and bred and is a
wonderful contributor to our
community and to WAMMCO
International.
Ashleigh Edwards (pictured
on the right) is moving on to
Payroll Officer.

Ashleigh has been a part of
the WAMMCO Team since
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Wide applause for Katanning
product

2018 had included many lighter lambs due to the tough seasonal
conditions. “Lamb weights were down by 1.5kg per head, but
mutton was plentiful and our January 2018 mutton kill was 28%
above 2017.”

A major base power upgrade started at WAMMCO Katanning in
March and will secure the Co-operative’s ongoing investment in new
meat processing technology.

Tony said WAMMCO continued to explore new avenues of cost
cutting and improving efficiency as an essential element of staying
competitive. A switch to an alternate recycled oil fuel for the plant’s
boilers, had resulted in a saving of around $130,000 between July
and December last year, while a new contract for cartons with Visy
Australia was expected to save around $114,000 pa.

Katanning Manager Tony Bessell said new power transformers were
being installed by Western Power as part of stage 1 of the upgrade
prior to the plant’s July shutdown. WAMMCO will invest $1.4 million
in the project.
“We have been close to our total load capacity for some time,” Tony
said. “The boost in output comes ahead of further boning room
installations scheduled for July and should meet our needs for some
years ahead.”

A new automatic rack fat cap and flap removal unit, developed in
New Zealand, and trialled at Katanning last year, has now been
modified to suit Australian conditions and recently returned to the
plant.

On the safety front, where the meat processing industry injury risk is
Tony said Katanning started 2018 with a solid workforce of about 330 rated as high, the latest statistics show that WAMMCO continues to
employees working overtime to process sea freight orders in time for be at the lowest end of the scale because of its constant focus on risk
reduction strategies. A bonus is that lower injury rates help to
Easter. “It was not long before we set a new record of 52 vacuum
achieve lower workers’ compensation insurance premiums.
packed units per minute or around 30,000 units per day as the plant’s
existing vacuum packaging units reached capacity, to coincide with a
lift in Easter demand for value-added product.”
Tony said livestock deliveries to WAMMCO in the first few months of

Katanning building contractor Todd Hetherington (left) and WAMMCO Katanning Engineer Kim Johnson on the new transformer site.
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Market Update
A strong program of sales into Europe and North America has now
been completed with buoyant conditions helping to support high
volume sales. Easter is traditionally a popular occasion for roasted
leg joints and this year has proved to be no exception with
supermarkets right across France stocking lamb from WAMMCO.
Sales into North America are providing good returns from chilled
legs, racks and shortloins, although the unseasonal cold weather in
the northern hemisphere has delayed the start to the barbecue
season. This is impacting sales for traditional loin cuts while families
wait a few more weeks to dust off the barbecue. The poor weather
conditions have also played havoc with shipping congestion at the
port of Vancouver where container movements have slowed and
vessel schedules have been disrupted. This has required some extra
shipments to be sent in by airfreight to meet customer demand.
North American markets continue to show increasing requirements
for attribute and product claim attestations. Products that are
“hormone and anti-biotic free”, “grass and pasture fed” and
supported by on-farm QA and animal welfare systems are
increasingly in popularity. We expect this trend to spread to other
world markets in the future.

Pictured above are Dubai supermarket customers along with WAMMCO
Marketing Manager Damien Giumelli (right)

After a period of relatively quieter activity in China after the seasonal
Chinese New Year festivities, the market is showing increased
demand for both lamb and mutton products. Peak Chinese demand
coincides with the cooler months from September onwards, though
there is always a period of increased sales leading up to this as
importers and manufacturers take stock of inventory positions and
plan for the season ahead.
The WAMMCO team will undertake a visit to China in May to meet
with key importer and manufacturing partners as well as to promote
WAMMCO at the SIAL Trade Fair in Shanghai.
This year is proving to be a busy time for in-market connection with
our important customers. In February, WAMMCO met with supply
chain partners in Dubai whilst attending the Gulf food Trade Fair.
Customers from around the region were visitors to the fair, including
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and Qatar. WAMMCO
is represented in each of these markets and sales of lamb and
mutton continue to be favourable.

A visit to a local supermarket in Dubai with WAMMCO lamb proudly on
display. Pictured Senior Marketing Executive Albert Baker (second from
right).
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Visitors to WAMMCO
For the first quarter of this year we have welcomed a considerable
volume of visitors from China. The majority of them are regular
buyers of the WAMMCO brand but we have also seen some
prospective new clients.

Skins Update
WAMMCO and Southern Meats Skin Manager, Matt Craig reports the
Russians and Chinese continue to dominate the international lamb
and sheep skin market.
Our better 0.5 - 1 inch and 1 - 2 inch lambskins are in good demand
and are yielding quite well into our top lines, suitable for the Russian
tanners to make mouton coats and also for the few active Chinese
tanners that are producing garment linings for the Chinese domestic
market.
All sheepskins are moving out the door, with the majority of the short
wool sheep going into shoe linings, which is good as there seems to
be stability in shoe lining market following two years of inactivity.

Representatives from the China Sheep Dealers Club visited the Katanning
processing facility as well as Craig and Liz Heggaton’s, Evergreen Grazing
Kojonup property during their visit.

Once the Merino sheepskins are longer than 1 inch, this market is
being pushed by the current buoyant wool market. Whilst this
market is healthy at the moment, there is only about 40% of the main
tanners in the market, as most believe the prices achieved currently
are too high for the demand for the finished product.

Merinos in the Mallee
For many years, the Mindarabin Mallee country between
Gnowangerup and Nyabing has been home to a successful Merino
wool and lamb production enterprise based on locally bred Mianelup
blood Collinsville rams. The owners of Green Gables Pastoral, Paul
and Helen Berger have worked with their Livestock Manager Allan
Shaddick and local Landmark agent Mike Moore, to keep a flock of
around 3,500 Mianelup blood ewes at the top end of both lamb and
wool performance.
Achieving that goal in some critical seasons, with some very bad
patches in the wool economy over 40 years, was no easy feat. Now a
realignment of the stars for wool and continuing bright performances
for WA lamb on the world stage is lifting company confidence in the
mainly Merino enterprise.

Rob Sibley (Evergreen Grazing, Kojonup) lent his hat to a member of
another Chinese delegation, that left Harbin at –30oC only to face +30oC
at Kojonup.

Allan Shaddick said the ability to breed large, dual-purpose Merino
ewes using genetics from the Richardson family’s Mianelup stud was
a key factor in the decision to stay with Merinos. “The ewe flock
comes with an average annual lambing of 100%, fast maturing lambs
and a bonus of more than 7kg of 20 micron wool per head.
Separate drafts of 586 lambs in January this year weighed 21.82 kg
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younger farmers, along with a steady increase in investment in
fencing, automatic scales and other sheep infrastructure,” he said.

Merinos pay off for the Gaze
families
Selecting high performing Merino sheep – for prime lamb
production, high fertility and easy-care as well as their quality wool –
has capped satisfaction with financial reward for brothers Fred and
David Gaze and their families on “Yarrawee” and “Kebaringup”
between Borden and Gnowangerup.

Michael Moore (Landmark Gnowangerup) with Allan Shaddick (Green
Gables Pastoral Livestock Manager).

and returned $127.63 including skin, and another of 649 lambs
averaged $128.89 including skin after weighing in at 22.48 kg. “With
the highest wool prices in 30 years pushing values per bale well
above $2,000 and WAMMCO’s optimism for lamb, a good season is
all we can hope for” Allan said.

The brothers took particular note of the size, fertility, wool quality
and early maturity of ewes from Richard House’s Barloo stud at
Gnowangerup and first subscribed for his rams through sheep
classer Kevin Broad nearly 20 years ago. They have grown with the
Barloo Collinsville Merino base to develop a flock of around 3,500
Merino ewes.
About eight years ago they were attracted to the higher-fertility,
BreedersBEST composites developed by Craig and Liz Heggaton’s
Evergreen Grazing Co at Kojonup, deciding to set up a self-replacing
flock of around 500 of their Merino ewes.

Both events confirmed the firm belief of the Gaze brothers that they
The annual program allows for the 3,500 Merino ewes and 600
had to look outside the traditional Merino ‘square’.
Dohne ewes to be mated in early December for May/June lambing
and for all wether lambs to be delivered to WAMMCO by the end of
January. Dohne rams are sourced from Rachel and Trenton
Browne’s Chirnaminup stud at Nyabing. “Quitting lambs early rather
than going for higher weights or prices brings the benefit of less cost
and management pressure prior to seeding”.
Over the past 3-4 years, drafts of cull Merino ewes from Green
Gables Pastoral have been sent for sale to breeders in the East. The
most recent draft of 600 young ewes averaged $150/hd. Other
drafts have consistently sold close to the top of the annual October
sheep sale at Katanning. Age is not the main consideration in the
annual culling of the ewe flock. “All the ewes are reassessed each
year and we will keep older ewes if they are sound and still
performing.”
Gnowangerup-based Landmark agent Mike Moore said there had
been no obvious rush back into sheep in the region, since the
renewed optimism for prime lambs and wool, probably because of
the high cost involved. “But we are seeing increasing interest from

David, Fred and Fred’s son-in-law, Kyle Bailey.

“Disenchantment with the price of wool was pushing our fellow
growers away from sheep into crop-heavy farming programs,” Fred
Gaze said last week. To justify keeping sheep, we would have to find
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a better way to make them perform and we believed going for the
biggest, most productive Merino ewes we could find was a positive
start.”
The degree of breeding success enjoyed by the Gaze family is now
seen in their returns for both wool and lambs. The highest wool
prices for 30 years translate to around $2,000 per bale from a
Merino flock that now produces between 7-8kg per head of 20.5
micron wool. Lambs from the Gnowangerup flocks also
distinguished themselves in February when a line of 500 was
processed at WAMMCO Katanning to average 24.04kg and return
$142.58 per head including skin.

and husband Luke are based on Kebaringup, with daughters Claire
and Bridie also involved in agriculture. Kyle and Louise and their
children Willow (2), Fred (8 months), and Fred and Bronwyn and
their Perth-based daughter Pia, represent the Yarrawee branch of
the family.

“These lambs were Merino wethers, just shorn and sent to
Katanning straight off the stubbles,” Fred said. “Generally we try to
get the lambs away to WAMMCO as early as possible because whilst
a higher price can often compensate for a slightly lighter carcase, our
benefit is that our carrying costs disappear well ahead of seeding”.
“We aim to quit all the lambs at under 12 months after all the ewes
and lambs are shorn in January/February. Weed control on
paddocks to be cropped is another valuable role for the flocks. “Our
initial investment in the Merino flock is now paying significant
dividends when you add up the annual wool clip from the ewes,
their lifetime of lambing at around 100% and even the wool from
lambs each year. Similar ewes to ours recently sold at a local
clearing sale at close to $200.”
Fred said WAMMCO had become an integral link with the Gaze
family‘s sheep enterprise. “We look to the Co-operative for market
stability and to stay ahead on processing technology. We also look
forward to rebates when they are available!”

Fred Gaze, Louise Bailey, little Freddie Bailey, Bronwyn Gaze, Willow
Bailey and Kyle Bailey.

Glenelg SAMMs back on stage
Graham Moir and his family of Glenelg Estate Amelup, have
continued to hone their prime lamb breeding and feeding
performance to new heights since they last won WAMMCO’s
Producer of the Month title in May 2005.

Their line of 425 SAMM lambs recorded WAMMCO’s highest yield of
The family interest in Merinos was shared by former Needilup young 98.8% to win the March 2018 Producer of the Month title, with an
average carcase weight of 22.9kg and a return of $139.67 per head
farmer Kyle Bailey when he married Fred and Bronwyn’s daughter
Louise four years ago. “I was interested in both the Barloo Merinos including skin.
and the composites which produce between 120 – 140% lambs
In 2005, Graham committed to construct WA’s first eco-shelter after
while the Merinos average a steady 100% lambs,” Kyle said.
listening to animal nutritionists Dr. John Milton and Prof. David
“Composite lambs are born much smaller than the Merinos, but
Pethick and watching fellow Prime Merino Lamb Alliance foundation
quickly stack on the weight after birth. More recently, we have also
members like Cameron White of Nepowie with his experimental
added a whiff of White Suffolk to the mix”. Kyle credits himself with
feedlot at Narrogin.
bringing four good consecutive seasons to the area. Not included in
the credits was a 240mm flood in February 2017 that created chaos 2005 was also the year the Moir’s delivered a record total of 9,000
lambs to WAMMCO from the feedlot. Most of these lambs had
in courses of the Pallinup river system that runs through Yarrawee.
been purchased during a tough season as stores, for the feedlot. But
The Gaze families have begun the process of separating the
the winning line of 175 lambs for May 2005, was also amongst an
Yarrawee and Kebaringup properties after many years of running
early crop of SAMM cross lambs from Glenelg’s traditional
them in partnership. David and wife Beth and their daughter Jemma
Woodyarrup Merino blood ewes. “At that stage we were getting
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only about 700c/kg for quality wool, so we changed our breeding
focus from a wool/meat mixture to a predominantly meat breeding
operation.”
Today, 4,000 SAMM ewes have taken the place of the Merinos, with
an increasing percentage of F3 and F4 ewes in the flock, while a
Glenelg SAMM stud, based on Wally Filmers’ original Sunnyside stud
at Nyabing, produces rams and breeders for replacement and sale by
private selection. Graham and his son Brenton are now focussed on
improving their SAMM wool to a higher productive level via longer
stapled, freer growing wool, whilst retaining the maternal meat
traits of the SAMM breed.
Brenton has just returned to Glenelg Estate after nine months
working at Lawral Park Prime SAMM stud on South Australia’s Eyre
Peninsular and is confident of making wool and other gains. He
strongly shares Graham’s view that “we need to know not only that
every lamb we produce has a home and a price to go to, but also
that every facet of the operation including wool is on maximum
profit.”

The Moir's are concerned at early signs of a poorer lambing
performance this season – possibly due to the ongoing, tough
seasonal conditions. “With that comes the predators, such as
Wedge-tail eagles that are a major threat at lambing time, a legacy
of living alongside the Stirling Ranges,” Graham said.
The potential growth for WAMMCO lamb on world markets was
confirmed to the Moir family when a Canadian student recently
worked on their property over harvest. “She had actually never
tasted lamb and could not believe how special it was,” Brenton said.
Graham believes there is an opportunity for WAMMCO to develop a
dominant domestic brand for its prime lamb, to match the former Q
Lamb brand.
“We have stud and commercial breeders working to breed quality
sheep with good eye muscle and solid breeding values that should
be better recognised and rewarded. Better recognition would
encourage producers to regard their lamb as a quality product rather
than just another commodity.”

Graham and Shirley took over Glenelg 25 years ago from Graham’s
Graham Moir was one of the early lot feeders to use silage and total uncles and have since expanded the farm to accommodate sons
mixed lamb rations. The John Milton ration includes oaten silage,
Murray and Brenton as fourth generation farmers. Murray is
feed barley, oats, lupins, molasses, with canola meal and minerals to responsible for the cropping programme that represents about 70%
achieve a lamb weight gain of 300-350 grams per day in the feedlot. of the farming enterprise, while Brenton is taking the reins of the
This mix is preferred over dry mixes and pellets, because it can be
livestock operation. Brenton believes there is plenty of scope to
kept moist to reduce dust which Graham has found contributes to
show what SAMMs can ultimately achieve
pleurisy.

Graham and Brenton Moir, in front of the Stirling Ranges.
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WAMMCO can accept electronic NVDs
WAMMCO members now have the opportunity to use electronic NVDs when delivering livestock. Members wishing to eliminate
paperwork, become a registered user or find out more should head to https://aglive.com

Perth office

T: 92620999

F: 93550961

Katanning office

T: 98219000

F 98212731

WAMMCO livestock contacts or
contact your local agent

Peter Krupa
0427810613

Wayne Radford
0429944733

Disclaimer

E: info@wammco.com.au
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Rob Davidson
0429380195

Brittany Hanna (bookings)
98219027 / 1800199197

WAMMCO International makes no representation as to the accuracy of any information or advice contained in the
LambLine newsletter and excludes all liabilities as a result by any person acting on such information or advice.
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